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About our DataSpace Live

Inspection Solutions

D S L I V E  I N S P E C T I O N S  M O D U L E

'DataSpace-Live Inspections' is designed to offer a complete and agile electronic inspection solution that

is intuitive of the processes, requirements and conditions related to Local Authority Building Control

Inspections. 

 

Our solutions include a dedicated section in DataSpace-Live for scheduling and managing inspection

visits plus two cutting edge mobile and tablet Apps, 'InspectMate' - our Inspections App for Building

Control Officers and 'SiteMate' - our App for Site Managers, Builders and other building site contacts.

 

Our inspection solutions are designed to encompass our 'Agile Working' philosophy - working in the

most agile and intelligent way to ensure the highest performance and efficiency. Our inspection

solutions are streamlined, responsive, communicative, flexible and accessible in order to improve the

overall electronic building control application and inspection process, for both Local Authorities and

their clients.

You can download and test 
our Apps today! Just ask 
us to set up a login 
for you.



DSLive Inspections Module

InspectMate - The Inspections App

InspectMate is a cutting-edge new app for Local Authority Building Control which allows site inspection

reports to be completed on a mobile or tablet device. This brand new solution developed in conjunction

with several local authorities, means inspection reports no longer need to be hand-written or typed up

on a computer. They can now be auto-generated using the electronic inspection app and saved to the

relevant application in DataSpace-Live. Photos can be taken and attached to a report using your device’s

inbuilt camera, comments and required actions can be added and application plans and documents can

be consulted and checked.

 

The InspectMate App can also be used for scheduling and assigning inspection visits. The app fully syncs

with an authority's DataSpace-Live account, so any data or bookings captured using the app are fed back

to DataSpace-Live. The app can be used to call or text a site contact when a Building Control Officer is

out of the office on visits, and an automated text service will keep them updated on the status of their

inspection slot in an Officer's schedule. and a guide to what time to expect their arrival.

 

 

InspectMate works best with

DataSpace-Live, but can be used

independently. Talk to us about

using InspectMate on its own!



DSLive Inspections Module

 List of Inspections.
 

Completing an inspection.
 

Viewing an application plan.
 

The key feature of InspectMate is that it can be used both online and offline. If an Officer thinks there might

not be an internet connection on site, inspection details, application documents, notes and contacts, can be

synced to their mobile device before leaving. This can be done from wherever they have an internet

connection. They can  then complete their inspection on site and the app will upload the saved information

to DataSpace-Live when they next gain a connection.

InspectMate - Designed to work Online or Offline



The Inspections AppApp Account Log-in

The Inspections App requires users to log in, protecting

the data contained within inspections and applications. 

 

Application & Inspections List

Any applications that have had an inspection scheduled

will be downloaded to the app on a device. Sync your new

inspections before leaving internet access and you'll be

able to view, carry out and complete reports offline when

out on site.

 

Viewing Inspection Details and Documents

Within the App you will be able to view the details of an

application and its inspections, including the application

form and its associated plans and documents. You will

also be able to view any comments that have been added

to the inspection in DataSpace-Live, including notes

about gaining access to a site. You'll even be able to view

the work location on Google Maps, and use Google

Navigation to find your way there.

 

Contact Applicant or Site Manager

Contact details for both the applicant and a Site Manager

or other site contacts are downloaded to the app and an

Officer can call or text those contacts straight from the

App. Texts even have saved templates so you can quickly

text "Running late be with you within the hour"

 

>InspectMate Features

Post Comments and Conditions

Complete inspections by adding notes, or

outstanding actions that require further

attention. All of these can be created by

typing them, dictating them or selecting pre-

defined editable notes. Any outstanding

actions from previous visits will be brought to

your attention as soon as you try and do

anything on that site.

 

Take and Attach Photos

Attach photos to an inspection using your

device's inbuilt camera, image gallery or other

file location. Photo descriptions can be typed

or dictated.

 

Use Online or Offline!

Download your inspections to your device

before leaving an internet connection and you

can carry out and complete them offline. 

 

Upload to DSLive Application

The comment, conditions and photos you add

to an inspection are saved to the mobile

device and will be uploaded to the application

in DataSpace-Live when you gain cabled, wifi

or mobile data connection (can be restricted). 

 
 



The DataSpace-Live Inspections Tab

DataSpace-Live features a dedicated Inspections Tab where Local Authorities can manage the inspections for

their various building control applications.

 

With the Inspections Tab, authorities can define an inspection regime or plan. Applicants or site contacts can

then use that plan to request each inspection, or inspections can be scheduled from the usual phone calls, or via

a surveyor on site.  A specific officer can then be assigned to an inspection and all inspections can be viewed on

both a list and a map, or utilising a workload/surveyor/map planning tool which enables the most efficient

working schedule and route between visits to be defined.

 

The DataSpace-Live Inspection Tab is designed to fully synchronise with the InspectMate inspections app. Any

inspection visits booked in DataSpace-Live are downloaded to the app, along with any details and related

application documents. In turn when an inspection has been completed using the app, any data, photos and

comments captured are uploaded to the application in DataSpace-Live.

 

Inspection Reports

 

Comprehensive dated inspection reports including all inspection data, comments and photographs captured on

site can be auto-generated from the DataSpace-Live system. Such reports can be downloaded and shared from

DataSpace-Live itself and meet the growing demand for better transparency of information for home owners.

 

If an authority is subscribed to our 'Office' account, our DataSpace-Live Reports facility will enable authorities to

generate an owner report on all inspections, scheduled or completed including those with outstanding

conditions and whether their fee is pending or paid.

 

 

 

 

The Inspections Tab works best with our

App, but can be used independently. Talk

to us about using the Inspections Tab on

its own to complete inspections.



The Inspections App
Applicant Inspection Request

Authorities can receive electronic inspection requests from an

applicant or site-contact.

 

Schedule a Site Inspection Visit

Book an inspection visit on the system with a date/time and

set a regime of inspection 'types' required to be carried out.

Add any pre-visit comments or notes for the team.

 

Assign an Officer

A specific officer can be assigned to an inspection and details

of the visit automatically sent to them by email and text.

Inspections can be reassigned to other Officers as often as

needed. A complete list of inspections for the day can be

automatically emailed once finalised

 

Inspections List & Map

The Inspections List shows all inspections across all

applications for any given day. A single view then allows you

to see the workload for each surveyor in conjunction with a

map. You can filter the list to view by certain criteria, such as

'requested' or 'scheduled', 'assigned to' or 'unassigned' and by

date or inspection type etc.   

                       

Applicant and Site Manager Details

Applicant contact details are automatically pulled from the

application for quicker communication. Any contact details

for a Site Manager or other site contact are also downloaded

to the app for the visiting Officer's reference.

                                      

>Inspections Tab Features

Syncs with Inspection App

Any inspection visits booked in DataSpace-Live are

downloaded to the inspection app when the surveyor starts

their app, along with any details, comments and related

application documents. Completed reports are uploaded

from the app back to DataSpace-Live.

 

Add Comments and Notes

At any time useful comments and notes can be added

against an inspection for the whole team to view.

 

Inspection completion

In addition to the app, inspections can be completed in the

Inspections Tab with an accompanying actions and notes

and photos. These can also be amended if necessary.

 

Client Results & Reports

Applicants and site contacts are automatically updated of

actions and notes, but the authority can choose which notes

to share with them. Comprehensive dated inspection

reports including inspection data, comments and

photographs captured on site can also be generated and

shared with them from DataSpace-Live.

 

Departmental/Owner Inspection Reports

Our Inspection Reports facility enables authorities to

generate departmental reports on all inspections, scheduled

or completed including those with outstanding actions. This

can be used as an audit trail or as a report to be handed to

the building owner.

 
 



SiteMate - The Site Contact App

SiteMate is a cutting edge mobile and tablet App for Site Managers, Builders and other building site

contacts. It enables them to more easily communicate with Local Authorities about site inspections.

 

Once an authority has set an individual as the 'Site Contact' for a particular application work-site in

DataSpace-Live or via the InspectMate app, that individual can then receive automated updates about

inspections as well as messages, reducing the time the authority and site contact spend tracking each

other down on the phone. It also reduces the chance of support staff getting requests for information

they wouldn't normally have before the surveyor returns.

 

In addition to the App, the individual is provided with their own dedicated 'My Sites' section in their own

DataSpace Live Site Contact Account. Both here and within the App a range of functionality is available

to its site contact users.

 

 List of Inspections Viewing Condition Comments Sending authority a message



>SiteMate Features

My Sites List

The user is able to view a list of all sites in both

DataSpace Live and on their App that they have

been assigned to as the Site Contact. Each

listing comes with a set of details about the site,

the original building control application and

the inspections that need to be carried out. 

 

Here they can view a specific inspection and

any notes or application plans and

documents an authority adds to it.

 

Outstanding Actions

The Site Contact can view any outstanding actions the

surveyor adds against a specific inspection and how

they need to be resolved. 

 

The Site Contact is also able to add their own

comments for the authority and add photos as

evidence that they have met the required solution. An

action will be shown as 'completed' when a surveyor is

happy it is compliant.

 

 

The Site Contact is also able to request an

inspection visit either with a desired date and

choice of am/pm slot, or for a visit 'as soon as

possible'. They can also include a message with

their request.

 

The authority are notified of the request and will

either confirm or offer an alternative through the

App or by direct contact. The finalised agreed

booking will appear in both the authority's

DataSpace Live account and the Site Contact's 'My

Sites' list.

 

Inspection Requests



Key Benefits of our Inspection Solutions

InspectMate & DataSpace Live

SiteMate & DataSpace Live

Manage bookings and inspections more easily & efficiently reducing load on support staff.

Quicker inspection booking service for applicants & site contacts.

Data & bookings sync fully between DataSpace-Live & App.

View scheduled visits on a map to calculate efficient routes - save time & reduce carbon footprint.

Site Contact automatically updated about actions, remedies and other details.

Site Contact can respond with photographic evidence to resolve outstanding actions more quickly, saving the

surveyor another trip to site.

Comprehensive site inspection reports for information transparency.

App works with cabled, wifi, 3G or 4G connection for flexible connection.

Compatible with a range of Android or Apple mobile or tablet devices.

Track and monitor department inspection workload and revenue.

Hassle free, latest versions.

Support and training available.

 

Manage bookings & inspections more easily.

Calculate efficient route - save time & reduce carbon footprint.

Advanced, modern inspection tools for quicker and more efficient inspection process.

Use the app on/offline for flexible working.

Compatible with a range of Android or Apple mobile or tablet devices.

Captured data syncs fully between DataSpace-Live & App.

Better and more timely communication and updates for site contacts.

Track and monitor department inspection workload and revenue.

Hassle free, latest versions.

Support and training available.



Request a Demo

Get in Touch

We can provide you with a demo either at your

offices or online over the phone. You can also

download our apps from the Google Play Store or

Apple App Store and take a look - all you need to do

is ask us to set you up with a login.

 

We can also offer consultations of your existing

systems of working. To book a demo or consultation

please get in touch.

Phone: 01242 260505

 

Email: sales@resolutiondm.com

 

Website: www.resolutiondm.com

D S L I V E  I N S P E C T I O N S  M O D U L E

Demos &

Consultations

Subscriptions & 

Price List

For a quote of one our Local Authority

subscriptions or Inspection Solutions please get

in touch with our Sales & Marketing Manager.

 

Tony James

tony.james@resolutiondm.co.uk

07976 797984

http://www.resolutiondm.com/

